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Bring ideas and plans for future events
to the upcoming meeting on July 10th.
We need to plan a couple of outings
with our cars. Summer is a little more
difficult for planning as many of us are
on vacations, traveling, and out of
town. But as the summer winds down
there will be more Garage meets planned as well as some driving
tours in our area.

Puzzler answer

It is up to the membership to help plan some of these tours. It’s not
hard, just takes a little of your time. One interesting trip that one of
our members suggested involves the Ferry from Fort Morgan. And a
Nachez Trace trip is also in the works for Spring of 2022 ! So get
those Model ’A’s ready for a road trip and some fun.

Join MAFCA !!!

Jim Quinlan, Editor of the Traveler newsletter
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Sept 11 INTERNATIONAL MODEL "A" FORD DAY
July 4th Independence Day

Sept 17 18 MAFFI Model ‘A’ Day at the Gilmore
museum Hickory corners, Michigan
Sept 18 Abba Shrine Swap Meet 7am-3:30pm

For a comprehensive list of car shows in our area,

7701 Hitt Rd. Mobile, Al info contact GCMAC

here’s a link to the Gearjammers website with

member Al Manning (251) 605 1635

them listed: https://bamagearjammers.com/
events.html

Oct 6-8 Hershey Swap Meet (make a stop and visit
MAFCA)
Oct 23 8am-3pm Lillian UMC Car Show GCMAC
GCMAC Members will be participating
Oct 29-31 Northern Alabama Model ‘A’ Touring

GCMAC Club meeting

Group Fall Tour Ft. Payne, Al

Saturday, July 10, 10:30 AM
Mama Lou’s Restaurant
22288 Pine St, Robertsdale, AL 36567

Pensacola and Mobile Restaurant Breakfasts may
resume when we find suitable locations.

July
Anniversaries
13 Kitty Ross

19 Jim & Michele Gray

If your birthday or anniversary doesn’t appear and it should, please notify the editor so we can update our list
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58th Annual Texas Tour 2021
Longview, Texas
June 10-13 2021
by Jim Quinlan
Yvonne and I have been members of MARC and MAFCA off and on since the early nineties. Without a
doubt our favorite part of being members is the people you meet at the meets and touring events.
Usually, the people attending are the ones who are passionate about these old vehicles and enjoy driving

them in any conditions. Because Henry designed a quality car.
Originally, we signed up to attend the MAFCA National meet in New Hampshire this year but it would have
entailed a VERY long drive to get there. Instead, we decided to attend the 58 th annual Texas Tour which
was being held in Longview Texas this year. We were going to bring our 29 Fordor but at the last minute
the car started getting quirky on me so we took our 28 Pickup.
We were among the first to arrive at
the host hotel. Another person who
had just arrived was one of the most
amazing people we’ve met in a long
time. He is a 91-year-old man who
drove his Model ‘A’ Coupe 407 miles
by himself. He loves driving Model
‘A’s and regularly drives it across
country. He even built a couple of
small camping trailers and he shared
pictures of them with us. He
engineered a pop-up trailer in the
early 50’s before pop-up’s were even
heard of. If only he got a patent on his design he told us.
One advantage of arriving early at these events is you can enjoy watching all the different types of Model
‘A’s roll in. This tour had about 100 various Model ‘A’ cars and trucks registered. The host chair for this
event was ‘Tex’ Willis who was a natural entertainer as well as an excellent event planner (with the help of

his wonderful wife). I can’t say enough about this guy.
There were several days of driving tours to various towns in Texas and there was plenty of time to see the
town’s attractions and shop at the interesting antique stores and shops. The tours were on the Texas back
roads and were so much fun. Imagine 100 Model ‘A’s zooming along the highway with aoooohhhgaah
horns a blaring.
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There was a Welcome Party and a BBQ Farewell Banquet which were held outdoors at a beautiful venue.
An auction was held both nights with donated Model ‘A’ related items (Tex is a licensed auctioneer and
made this a lot of fun). Karaoke was also on the agenda and very entertaining. The Farewell banquet also
had many people wearing period clothing and we learned a lot about their outfits from fashion experts.

Tex Willis (Cowboy Hat)
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The days went by too quickly and without a doubt it was well worth the drive to Texas. We appreciated
all the work that went into this tour by Tex, his wife Chana, the co-chairs and members of the Alamo ‘A’s.
Everyone in Texas we met made us feel very welcome. We even won the “award” for those who travelled
the farthest to attend this event. We arrived knowing no one, and left with a lot of new friends.
The moral of this story is to get your Model ‘A’s tour worthy and find a way to attend one of the many
tours or Model ‘A’ related events going on around the country. Opening your windshield and driving
beautiful back roads at a leisurely pace with a group of Model ‘A’ is an incredible experience that you
really should add to your to do list. Model ‘A’s are meant to be driven, not just stored in a garage.
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It’s interesting how many Model ‘A’ owners will admit to not
owning a hand crank because they want nothing to do with
hand cranking. Sure, you can manually push start the car
when your battery is dead but hand cranking works well too.
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Ford Dealer’s Model “AA” Transporter
“Moving the Metal”
This interesting article was shared by GCMAC member Wesley Chalk and was on the very
cool website “The Old Motor”

theoldmotor.com

“Moving the Metal” was a term used in the car sales business decades ago to describe
the car-selling process, although a part of it was also transporting the vehicles. This press
photo taken by a photographer for “The Oregon Journal” newspaper (1902-’81) located in
Portland, OR, contains a 1930 Model “AA” Ford truck and a car-hauling trailer with a load
of Model “A” cars, and a “AA” truck cab and chassis. It is possible this PR photo was used
to show off the handsome new 1930 Ford Model “A” coachwork that had just arrived in
the City.
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Both the truck and the trailer have Oregon dealer plates, so it is assumed that a Ford Agency owned this rig and used it for transporting cars from a distributor or a Portland area rail
yard. The trailer is clean and shiny and hasn’t even had a spare tire mounted on it so it
maybe be new as well. It is possible this PR photo was used to show off the handsome new
1930 Ford Model “A” coachwork. View View 1929 Ford “AA” with a three-car trailer and a
load of new 1930 Fords.
Update: Thanks to Ace Zenek we now know the name and location of this Ford dealership.
The C. L. Dunn Motor Company was located at 971 Oak Street, Eugene, Oregon in 1930. He
learned the details by tracing the license plate on the Ford truck tow vehicle. This information leaves us to wonder if the the building on the right was the Ford agency, note the
Ford Model “T” visible under and behind the canopy.
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Answers can be found toward the back of the issue
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Era Fashions
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Have parts you want to sell? Need a certain part for your
restoration? Submit your ad and we’ll run it in the newsletter for approximately 3 months.
Email your ad and any photos to Jim at tap5s@yahoo.com

Wanted Cowl Lights for 28 Slant windshield Sedan
Contact Austin Wall (251) 978 2695

Bonnie and Clyde

Model ’A’ Engine for Sale
Contact Ron Cummins 850-384-8024
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The Model A Ford Club of America MAFCA
Serving Model A Ford owners since January 1, 1997
is dedicated to the restoration, preservation and enjoyment of the Ford Model A and
AA cars and trucks, as manufactured from 1928 through 1931. We are an active, family-friendly organization whose members share a passion for these historic vehicles,
plus other aspects of life in that era, such as fashions.
MAFCA is a not-for-profit corporation with members
and local affiliated chapters all over the globe. This
makes us the largest car club in the world dedicated to
one make of automobile. We hope you enjoy looking
through our site, and we invite you to join us!
Our award winning magazine
“The Restorer”

Membership in Model A Ford Club of America is encouraged. MAFCA Dues are $50.00 and should be

mailed to MAFCA Headquarters, 250 South Cypress, LaHabra, CA 90631-5586
For more info visit: https://www.mafca.com/

About the Gulf Coast Model ‘A’ Club
The Traveler newsletter is published for the membership and friends
of the Gulf Coast Model ‘A’ Club. Outings are held monthly at various
locations and times. Views expressed in the Traveler are not necessarily those
of the Club Officers or MAFCA. Club membership is $30.00 per year and can
be mailed to Becky Baisden at:
GCMAC,
PO Box 812
Cantonment, FL 32533

Gulf Coast Model ‘A’ Club website:

https://www.gulfcoastmodelaclub.net/

Club dues are $30 per year for individuals or families. We currently have a membership of 30+ families. We believe
in doing maintenance on the cars, educating ourselves on the Model ‘A’, fellowship with other members, showing
the cars, driving the cars locally and on tours and having a great time seeing and driving Model ‘A’ Fords.
We have fun and would welcome you as a member whether you own a Model A or not. Come join with us in a wonderful hobby that is historical and worthwhile. You will meet friendly people who are in love with the Model ‘A’ and
who love to drive, show and talk about these interesting cars.
Permission to copy from this newsletter is granted provided credit is given to the author and publication.
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